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	Europe15

	Asia and Oceania6

	North & South America11

	Africa and Middle East5

	Descubre9






	Albania4
	Germany24
	Austria1
	Bulgaria7
	Croatia18
	Spain143
	France7
	Greece4
	Italy7
	Luxembourg2
	Malta3
	Netherlands1
	Portugal9
	United Kingdom8
	Czech Republic1





	China6
	Indonesia6
	Malaysia2
	Myanmar1
	Thailand4
	Vietnam19





	Argentina2
	Brazil12
	Colombia1
	Cuba34
	United States2
	Jamaica1
	Mexico8
	Panama1
	Peru2
	Dominican Republic5
	Venezuela1





	Cape Verde4
	United Arab Emirates2
	Morocco1
	Mozambique1
	Tanzania4





	Hotels with spa
	Hotels with pool
	All inclusive hotels
	Hotels with heated pool
	Child-friendly hotels
	Hotels with slides
	Adult-only Hotels
	Wedding hotels
	See more hotel types





Todo
Luxury
Premium
Essential

Descubre nuestras marcas




































Sign up for free
Sign up now and get 2,000 welcome points
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Registration
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Belonging means enjoying exclusive offers
MeliáRewards is the Meliá Hotels International loyalty program, where you can enjoy benefits and exclusive offers. Belonging to MeliáRewards means more: more value, because you enjoy points, surprises and discounts; more opportunities, because you can earn and redeem points in a thousand ways; and more time, because you are our priority. The program has 4 levels: White, Silver, Gold and Platinum. As you go up a level you can enjoy more exclusive benefits. With MeliáRewards, belonging means more.



More Value
Points, discounts and surprises

More Possibilities
Use your points in a flexible way

More Time
You are always our priority










Todas las ventajas MeliáRewards aquí y ahora
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Hotel stays
Stay with us and earn more points during your stay
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The perfect gift
An experience for using or earning MeliáRewards points
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Restaurants
Enjoy the finest cuisine and use or earn more points in our restaurants
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Spas
You can earn or use MeliáRewards points to relax and pamper yourself












Descubre nuestras marcas
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A life well lived
Where luxury meets the Spanish way of living. Where the Mediterranean character blends with the European prestige. Because it is not about falling in love with a place, but about falling in love with a moment.
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Handpicked hotels with charm
A curated collection of independent hotels with endless charm and a distinct homely feel. The Meliá Collection reveals a new definition of experiential luxury travel through an exceptional selection of hotels that boast a singular cultural legacy and unique stories that enrich every stay. 
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Hotels with expression
ME by Meliá celebrates the unique personality of our destinations, the avant garde design of our hotels. Discover the bold and daring spirit of the ME by Meliá hotels and their impressive collection of rooms & suites inspired by the contemporary culture. We are energy. We are inspiration. We are ME.
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Destination Inclusive® Luxury Resorts
Every Paradisus property is shaped by its location. The endless shades of blue of the Mayan Riviera, the beauty of the Sea of Cortez in Los Cabos, the magnificent palm trees of Punta Cana and the architecture and wonders of the Canary Islands. Picture yourself in one of these paradises at no extra cost.
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Soul Matters
You’ll be back. Because of our unique way of making you feel special. Because you want to be in the right place, enjoy the best gastronomy and sleep in unique rooms conceived for your wellbeing. Enjoy every destination with Meliá and make every moment of your trip unforgettable.
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Born in the Med
A collection of hotels, inspired by the welcoming homes, outdoor culture, and spontaneous lifestyle of the Mediterranean.
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Stay curious!
A collection of urban and beach hotels for curious minds that invites you to become a new version of yourself everywhere you go. To experience the city like a local, discover how to pronounce your name in each language, and capture unique moments that go beyond your average trip photos.
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Everything under the Sol
The Sol Tribe is a way of living and sharing. It’s your family, your family’s friends, your friend’s children. It’s living a holiday full of energy, activities, relaxation and happy moments to be remembered. And in this life under the Sol, all Tribes are welcome.
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Hotels with their own essence
Hotels with contemporary design and an authentic connection to local culture.
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	Meliá Hotels International
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Reservations

	Manage bookings
	Check-in online
	Hotel + Flight
	Phone reservation




Business

	Meliá PRO
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Contacto





Conecta con nosotros en
	facebook
	instagram
	x



Suscríbete a nuestro boletín
Dirección de e-mailsubmit













Download Meliá application for iOS and Android to reach a better experience on your mobile
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Download our app
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	Privacy Policy
	Cookies Policy
	Cookie settings
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English

Español

Português

Deutsch

Français

Italiano

中文

Русский

Bahasa

日本語

Tiếng Việt

العربية

Nederlands

Česky

ελληνικά

ภาษาไทย

한국어

Shqiptare

Română



English















